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Personalized Accelerated Learning
International School

5 Edges of Difference
1.

Winner’s Values

2.

Accelerated Learning

3.

Personalized Education

4.

Unique Teaching and Testing

5.

Flexible Fees and Holiday Structures

Winner’s Values


Courage




Kindness




Ready to try, focus, and make mistakes
Skills to be polite, to respect and support others.

Discipline


To be responsible, diligent and hardworking

He who would catch fish

must not mind getting wet.

Accelerated
Learning:
Why learn
faster?
Opportunity for kids to find
their way and enjoy their
lives.

Time
Save time to widen and deepen children's horizons

Choice
Experiment with careers and get a head start with real-life work

Confidence
Feel a growing power of knowledgeability

Interest
Boost motivation to learn and develop natural curiosity

Maturity
Balance mental and physical maturity

5 Steps System™

timing

Personalized Education


Individual Learning Plans




Personalized Pace and Goals




Parents are able to add new elements to the curriculum, choose textbooks or other
recourses and allocate more hours to their child’s priority sublets.

Personalized Holidays and Starting Day




Parents can fine tune the amount of homework according to their family values.

Personalized Resources and Additions to the Curriculum




Every student advances with their own pace and reaches goals according their abilities.

Personalized Amount of Homework




Every student has their own individual learning plan with tailored milestones that are based
on their initial level, speed of comprehension, personal memory patterns, diligence etc.

The school runs throughout the year; parents choose their holidays of any length
themselves and don’t pay for them. The children can join the school at any day or time.

Direct Access in Real Time


Parents can talk to any teacher on any day and have direct access to their child’s progress.
So that they are consistently aware of where they are exactly in their educational journey.

Unique Teaching and Testing


Max Speed




We explain personally




No delay when correcting mistakes that were made. Everything is done Now.

No waiting, no wasting time




Proprietary and proven “sliced explanation” techniques tailored to every
child’s unique learning style. No lectures, all students are different.

Immediate on-the-spot correction




Higher rates of learning without reduction of comprehension or retention

Just after a skill is mastered, the student moves to the next topic.

Personal grading exam day


In traditional schools, all students sit for the exam on the same day and get
different grades. In 5 Steps, every student sits for the exam only when they
are ready and get the same grade; which is always A. No stress for slow
learners, no wasting time for advanced students.

Flexible Fees And Holiday Structures


5 No's to costly education




Affordable




No risks of getting stuck in the wrong school. We don’t chain the parents
with lump sums. They are happy because they see amazing improvements
every month.

Prorated fees




$1800 per month including all the selected Co-Curricular Activities.

Monthly payments




No registration fee, no admission fee, no materials fee, no other hidden fees
and no deposits.

If a student joins the school in the middle of the month or decides to go on
holiday in the middle of the month we prorate the school fees accordingly.

No charge for holidays


That’s it. Choose your own holiday periods (up to 4 per year) of any length
and you don’t have to pay for them.

More Insights: a Quick Look Under the Hood


Smart student motivation basis




Joy of victories vs. joy of entertainments.

Low cost


Efficient, scalable, and lean business model.



Only necessary facilities and equipment with the target on academic
achievements.



Substantial share of professional part-time teachers (passionate
scientists, artists etc.) replacing traditional full time lectures to
diversify students’ experience.

More Insights: a Quick Look Under the Hood




5 Steps quality control system


Proprietary and proven teaching methodology



Teachers selection and training: young, smart, professional and able to
feel the child.



Cambridge curriculum: individualized fine-tuning according to students
needs.



Effective materials and equipment selection to reinforce learning.



CCTV and on-site supervision of the teaching process, feedback and
correction.

Achievements


Record-breaking results in IGCSE exams, medals in mathematics
Olympiads and chess competitions.

5 STEPS
SYSTEM™

About 5 Steps
Academy

Mission: Through the 5
Steps SystemTM, we help
children grow into
knowledgeable, selfconfident, and caring young
professionals in the most
efficient way.
Vision: A worldwide network of
personalized accelerated learning
schools.

Bringing up enthusiastic
young professionals

It’s time to learn

SMARTER

Learning Curves

time

Why 5 Steps System™?
The idea behind the system is to speed up mastering curriculum, to encourage students to think out of the box, to
believe in themselves, to persist in problem-solving, to take thoughtful risks and to celebrate small wins.

Speed learning

Personality Development

Children save time in order to
enjoy a wider spectrum of activities
and to specialize in areas of their
interests whilst boosting their
motivation to learn.

5 Steps Academy teaches students
high social, moral and ethical
standards, to help them grow into
independent, self-confident, caring,
and principled people.

Self-learning and Communication
Skills
Children are often scared of
speaking in public or dealing with
unknown concepts themselves.
But not 5 Steps’ students. We
teach them these important skills.

WHEN. TIME ASPECTS.

5 STEPS
01. Languages row one
text

02.Mathematics two text

03. Physics, Chemistry, Bio

04. Humanities

05. Specialization

SENSITIVE
PERIODS
The child's mind is open
and receptive to different
activities and types of
information at different
times.

SUBJECTS IN FOCUS
We allocate more time for priority
subjects according to sensitive
periods.

INDIVIDUAL
ADJUSTMENTS
The subjects’ priority periods could
be overlapped and changed
individually.

timing

What. Subjects aspects.
Big chunks of the syllabus with multiple recaps on different levels

CALCULATION SKILLS

MATH

5 Steps System™

CONCEPTS IN CONTEXTS

SIMPLE CONCEPTS

RESEARCH PROJECTS

MULTISTEP PROBLEMS

What. Subject aspects.
From Timeline to Historical Analysis

THE GREATEST PERSONALITIES

HISTORY

5 Steps System™

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL TIMELINES

BASIC WORLD TIMELINE

HISTORICAL PROCESSES

RESEARCH PROJECTS

How. Approach aspects.
Children learn differently. Varying levels, styles, paces, abilities and preferences. Individualized support and small classes
determine 5 Steps’ students academic success.

Small Groups

Critical Thinking

1 to 1 approach in
small groups - the
importance of
dialogue

Critical and creative
thinking

Learn / Forget Curves
Understanding and using
each child’s unique Learn /
Forget curves - the art of
recapping

Information
Filters

Teaching
Principals

5 Steps information
filters - dealing with
resources

Ten teaching
principals

timing

timing

Conducive Environment
Tell them they are the best, let them experiment, be a good example, don’t shout, immerse them in new situations, have fun and play together, and
read, read, read: choose books together, show a personal example, role-play, read before bed, join a reading club, and… turn off the TV!

Uninterrupted Creativity

WE TEAM UP WITH

PARENTS
We try our best to align the school and
family values using the Parent Care
program. We are proud of how strongly
the bonds are forged and how this
contributes to our students’ achievements.

Staying focused is essential for
academic successes. Eliminate all
possible distractions.

Efficient Parenting
Calm and supportive learning
environment at home. Practice
the best parenting techniques.

The Values
Courage, Kindness, Discipline,
Resilience. Teach by the best
example - yourself.

With many new parents being new to Singapore, the parent care group helps them to settle in and fosters new friendships.

time

time

Our plans. Numbers of students enrolled by years.
2020

2023

200

800

2021

2024

400

1200

2022

2025

600

2000

We are going to set up 4 campuses by 2023 and start an international expansion.

School Contact Details

5 Steps Academy
143 East Coast Rd, Singapore 428833

Contact Us
www.5steps.Academy
info@5steps.academy
+ (65) 8655-0006

